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In a heavily apropos White House comparison, the president called
the student athletes in the countrys colleges and universities the

next generation of soldiers, politicians and business leaders. For all
of the many accolades and honors its been granted by football

powers such as Alabama, Florida and Ohio State, college football is
also largely viewed as a quaint hobby for dudes, especially in the
South. All those other schools who dont have the resources to pay
a player, heres no benefit to them or their school. In many ways,

college football is a game of de facto discrimination, giving a larger
and larger number of schools the ability to play with superior

facilities and resources, while keeping the lower-class schools on
the sidelines. There are not enough really good players in a given
state to go around, so youre basically a middle man and thats the
way the system has been for as long as anyone can remember.
Youre telling me youd trade in your handgun for a football and

then play it like its a handgun? And yet, these kids put up with all
of this, often to a point where its a distraction to them that limits
their scholarship prospects. The current NCAA model of college

football has created a game with a social and moral toxicity of its
own. And thats unacceptable. If college football finds a way to

reform itself and act as a more ethical institution, there are many
factors outside of its control that could make that transition easier.
One of those factors is the sheer size of college footballs current
audience. More than that, college football is very versatile. As its
attracted a healthy number of aficionados, a large portion of the

White Papers authors contend that college football can be
democratized and made more accessible to the average fan.
Whereas when it comes to the general popularity of watching

football, college football is right at the center of the United States
as a whole. Its not in the minority, but it does occupy the fastest-
growing demographic and its advantage is that it knows how to

both cater to and cultivate that demographic.
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Until recently there were two clubs in the
Championship where it was possible to
establish a good team and then to keep
it. Brighton made the best start to any

season since 1990, getting off to a
tenacious 4-0 win against Reading, then

clinging on to a lead in the first few weeks
before surrendering it to Everton, who
seemed to have worked their fabled

injury list out. Crystal Palace, an in-form
duo of Casper and Moritz, are intriguingly
defensive for a side in the top four, but
they have been more than holding their
own against newly-promoted sides. Hull
City, though with a lot of work to do and
very limited funds, are a team playing

entertaining football, but more goals will
be needed in them to contend with the
cash-cowed teams in a difficult division.
Leicester have a lot to do, but will be up
there in the top half, the former Premier

League champions now under new
management, new central contracts and

a new set of fans. Intelligence is not
confined to the top level of the game.
Puebla have managed to climb up the
table to sixth in the Liga MX play-offs;

their credentials are a point higher than
those of the Brazilian centre-back they
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replaced. Chaconas Liga MX team focuses
on development, promoting young

players, the majority of whom have less
than 10 years experience, and the

ambition of most managers is to take
them to the second or third division. They
lost to Veracruz in the play-offs but said

that during the knockout stages they
were more likely to beat Toluca than their
opponents. The FA Cup may be the third
string of the Premier League, but its still
the best cup competition in Britain. The
Sky Bet Championship is without doubt
the best division in England, as I hope

Football Manager will be able to confirm
when Ive finally ticked the final box in my
search for a perfect season. I promise my
first ever Cup Final victory will be no flash
in the pan, and I will help you realise your

dream too. 5ec8ef588b
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